LOCAA 9: Miracle
Mallet Contest
Due Date: 9/3/16 12:00AM Central -6 GMT
[Insert Lore Here]

Rules:
● Each entry must have at-least 3 complete attacks and no more than
9 complete attacks. (Ex: 1 Non-spell and 2 Spells)
● Stages are allowed but are not required, you will not gain any
points from including one.
● More than one boss battle is allowed as long as it satisfies
rule no. 1.
● Double boss fights are allowed but are not required.
● Shinmyoumaru Sukuna is not allowed as a potential boss however
she is allowed to appear in the entry. (Ex: During the ending
dialogue)
● You may use a different engine than Danmakufu but your engine
must be fully functional in order for your entry to be considered
valid.
● Non Touhou bosses are allowed but not required. Original
Characters included.

Your entry MUST be fully functional
BEFORE submission.
I have provided a short checklist of things to do before you submit your
entry.
● Remember to remove all cases of absolute pathing.
(Ex: "C:/Users/Me/Desktop/Photo.png")
● For dnh scripts, all required players must be included with the
script.
● For any engine that is not dnh, all entries must have ALL of the
required components in order for your engine of choice to run.
This includes having redist installs and any dll libraries that it may
need. Judges will not go out and fish for d3dx9.dll or any other
missing components.
● Make sure any glitches present have been resolved before
submission.
● Any special instructions needed for your entry should be included
as well.
Failure to follow any of the above rules mentioned can result in possible
deduction of points or disqualification entirely. Do not take a chance,
anything that is unclear here feel free to ask the host or any of the judges
listed below.

Host:
1. Ultima

Judges:
1. ExPorygon
2. Conarnar
3. Free

Useful Tips:
● Remember this doesn't mean you have to copy Sukuna's boss
battle in DDC. This contest is more about the Miracle Mallet as an
object and less about how Sukuna herself used it.
● Remember that the mallet can enhance or alter items around it
making them come to life or have multiple other unique uses. Use
that to your advantage to come up with something unique and
creative.
(Ex: Reimu's Purification Rod is affected by the Mallet's power)
(Ex 2: Seija's Nimble Fabric allowing her to become hidden from
danmaku)

